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Motivation & Aim 

to determine the individual chemical abundances 
of M dwarfs as planet-host stars
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InfraRed Doppler instrument for the Subaru telescope (8.2m)

 R =   　～ 70,000 
Y, J, H (0.97-1.75μm)
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 Radial velocity survey (February, 2019-  (5 year)) 
 of nearby mid-late M dwarfs (0.1-0.2 MSun)  
 for Earth-mass planets

IRD planet search

c.f.) Omiya-san’s poster (P31) 



The individual chemical abundances of host stars  
are critical to constrain the internal structure or  
the formation processes of planets.

Chemical Analysis

iron core (Fe, Ni)

mantle (SiO2, MgO)

Fe, Mg, Si govern the internal structure of rocky planets.  
(e.g. Unterborn & Panero, 2017; Dorn et al. 2017)

mass & radius

mean density

of rocky planets
degeneracy

⇓ Importance of individual abundances  NOT the overall solar-scaled“metallicity”



Analysis 

・model comparison of equivalent widths 
・assessment of the results using binary systems



Chemical Analysis

Mn

Ca Cr
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FeKKTi

Line identification,

Equivalent width measurement,

Translate EW into abundances.



Chemical Analysis
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FeKKTi

Line identification,

Equivalent width measurement,

Translate EW into abundances.

We need to assess  
and calibrate  
this method



Compare Abundances in Binary

M   G/K 

The same 
molecular 
cloud

Share the similar chemical abundances

already known abundances

They can be assumed to

We derive abundances by our method

e.g.  Montes et al. (2018)



planet search  
around mainly  

early-mid M dwarfs 
(c.f.  IRD: mid-late)

Comparable to IRD

3.5 m telescope @ Calar Alto Observatory in Southern Spain 

VIS NIR



Results 



Result of individual abundances
Black markers refer to the abundances for the primary star  

(Montes+2018)

Our results for several elements agree with  
the abundances of its primary star (K0V)
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Result of individual abundances
 (Montes+2018)

Our results for 3 objects roughly agree with the 
abundances of their primaries… but 2 objects do not.

HD 233153 (M1)

HD 154363 B (M1.5)
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Black markers refer to the abundances for the primary star  



Result of individual abundances

generally too low abundances for one object and  
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 (Montes+2018)Black markers refer to the abundances for the primary star  

generally too high abundances for another.



Discussion & Remaining Issues 

absorption line strength is affected by  
the abundance of not only the corresponding species



Insensitive depth to metallicity

Strength of the Fe lines is NOT adequately sensitive to [M/H]
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less than 1 % per 0.1 dex change of [M/H]



Insensitive depth to metallicity
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Strength of the Fe lines is sensitive to other elements

For example, 
0.2 dex rise  
of [Na/H] 

made a Fe I line 
weaker more than 1% 
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Negative Hydrogen Ion

Metal

Metal
+

e-

H H -

dominant bound-free opacity source 
 at visible and near-IR wavelengths 
 in the atmospheres of stars  
like the Sun and cooler

#(*	�,+%/%3	����$

normalized depth of  
Fe I lines gets smaller

Negative Hydrogen (increased with the electron emitted by  
metals) makes the Fe I lines get weaker
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Fe+

Mg+

Ca+

Na+

Al+

Electron donor elements
temperature regime of  

early-mid M dwarfs’ atmosphere

Na, Ca, Al & Mg have large contribution to the electron increase



Effect of atmospheric temperature
As metals increase,  
the temperature of a certain depth of atmosphere rises

χlow = 3.1 eV χlow = 2.2 eV
[Å]10786.0 10786.510785.5 [Å] 11610 1161211608

Teff = 3200
Teff = 3700

Teff = 2700

The metallicity-sensitivity of each line is also affected 
by the temperature-sensitivity, which is specific to 
each line (lower excitation potential)



Factors to determine line strength

Abundance of Fe itself
metal increase -> Fe line gets stronger

Abundance of electron donor (Na, Ca, Mg…etc)

Atmospheric Temperature
metal increase -> atmosphere get hotter -> 

metal increase -> H- increase -> Fe line gets weaker

Abundance-sensitivity of each line differs  
depending on the line and temperature range

Fe line gets stronger or weaker depending on χlow / Teff



Conclusion
We succeeded to determine the individual chemical abundances of early-mid M dwarfs 
(Teff ~ 3200-3800) by line-by-line analysis on the high-R near-IR spectra. 

We assessed our results using the FGK+M binaries and found an unexplored issue: Fe I line 
strength is determined by not only the Fe abundance but also abundance of other metals 
(as electron donor), temperature or excitation potential of the line transition. That makes 
some absorption lines insensitive to abundances. 

We argue that it is needed to strictly choose the useful lines (depending on Teff) and 
properly determine individual metal abundances in order to constrain the chemical 
composition of M dwarfs. 

Once we establish our method,  we will apply it to the IRD survey target stars to 
understand the distribution of individual chemical abundances of nearby M dwarfs and its 

correlation with planets around them.


